POSITION: Planning & Merchandising Intern
REPORTS TO: Associate Planner
ORGANIZATION: Roberta Roller Rabbit
LOCATION: New York, NY
Launched in 2003, with a collection of colorful hand block printed kurtas, the relaxed, resort-inspired Roberta Roller
Rabbit line has evolved into a lifestyle brand offering a plethora of products which include clothing for men, women, and
children, as well as accessories and home furnishings.
INTERNSHIP DESCRIPTION
We are looking for an intern to join for SPRING 2017 that will be an integral part of the team. This is an exciting
opportunity to apply concepts of retail math and planning/buying and be a part of a growing fashion company.
Gain exposure to both business and creative sides of fashion by assisting Merchandising, Planning and Allocation team in
all aspects and phases of assortment creation and inventory management to develop the Roberta Roller Rabbit brand.
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
 Assist Planners with executing markdown strategies, updates to seasonal buys and other ad hoc projects (ie:
survey stores regarding furniture inventory, attribute analysis, etc)
 Manage current and future samples for seasonal buys and attend buying sessions to support Merchandising
 Work with Planning and Allocation on weekly replenishment, store communications regarding product
deliveries, inter-store transfers and consolidations, and other directives
 Run, format, and publish reports including daily and weekly store performance, full price and markdown sell,
and on order reports
 Create merchandising line sheets and update carryover list to distribute to the company for the beginning of
each line launch
 Enter vendor orders in to the system and follow up by maintaining the order log and photographing samples
upon arrival
REQUIREMENTS
 Must be familiar with Microsoft Word & Excel
 Well organized and detail-oriented
 Ability to work in a team environment
 Able to prioritize; possess time management skills
 Demonstrate verbal and solid written communication skills
 Assertive, energetic, and results-driven
 Able to commit a minimum of 2-3 days per week
 Eligible for academic credit or stipend; position is unpaid

To apply, please send resumes and cover letters (optional) to cmichel@robertafreymann.com with “Planning Intern” in
the subject line.

